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Executive Summary

• Food prices continue to rise but at a slower rate than last year.

• There are continued increases on Eggs due to the new legislation on hen cages, now 
impacting products with eggs as a key ingredient. We expect further impact from July.

• There are double digit increases on Burgers and Sausages, due to the new 
legislation regarding the use of DSM (Desinewed Meat).

• Risks remain around Harvest crops (which account for around a quarter of our total 
spend).

• As ever, the key variables are Weather, Exchange rates, and Fuel prices.
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June Market update



Food costs - April
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Brakes Cost PPI Output (Food)
Dec-11 Jan-12 Feb-12 Mar-12 Apr-12

Fuel incl. CCL 8.1% 9.0% 13.3% 7.9% 8.7%
Crude oil 20.2% 13.9% 17.4% 13.1% -0.2%
Home food materials 2.6% 1.7% 3.3% -0.2% -1.9%
Imported food materials 6.6% 5.2% 3.8% 4.6% 4.6%
Other home-prod. materials 5.3% 3.3% 4.2% 4.1% 3.0%
Imported metals 0.2% -1.7% -2.8% -4.2% -6.8%
Imported chemicals 6.0% 3.9% 3.2% 2.1% 0.7%
Imported parts & equipment 4.2% 3.8% 4.1% 2.3% 0.5%
Other imported materials 9.7% 7.2% 6.4% 7.2% 7.8%
All Manufacturing 8.9% 6.6% 7.9% 5.6% 1.2%

Cumulative change since Dec 10

The PPI input prices show some recent respite 
on domestic raw materials for UK Suppliers but 
Imported ingredients costs remain high.

PPI Food Output has continued to increase, but at 

a much slower rate than last year.

- CPI Food in April stood at 4.6%

- PPI Output Food (Producer Selling Prices) at 4%

- Fuel and utilities remain high, though a drop in oil prices helped push overall inflation down to 3%.

Food prices continue to rise but at a slower rate than last year. 5



Food Costs - Forecast
External Market Data : Food Price Inflation (Food CPI) Forecast
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Brakes forecast for Food inflation remains in line with external benchmarks.

External measures are all pointing to falling inflation but not deflation 6



Key cost moves – in brief

Issues

Sausages & Burgers - Double digit increases on Sausages and Burgers, due to DSM issue, also affecting 
other meat and ready meal products. This is on top of an underlying market move on beef.

Eggs - Market shortages. Shell prices up significantly as suppliers convert processes to meet new legislation, 
and increasing the prices of products with eggs as key ingredient (Quiches, Yorkshire Puddings etc).

Ups

Fish - Canned Tuna, Scampi, short supply and high demand driving prices.

Meat - Cheaper cuts remain under pressure due to high demand. Underlying inflation on beef.

Eggs - Shell prices are up significantly as suppliers convert processes to meet new legislation.

Risks 

Harvest crops (Frozen Veg, Chips, Pots, Fresh Produce, Canned Toms, Wheat, Sugar,Bakery).

Downs

Butter and Cheddar - Reductions after highs in 2011. 

Salmon - Chilean origin back.

Lamb – Strong supply and weak demand. 

Protein based categories remain under price pressure due to increased demand

Fresh Produce

Seasonal increases on Onions - due to change to Southern Hemisphere for two months.

Seasonal reduction on Salads and Fruit
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Lamb & Mutton

10Lamb decreasing in July.

Source: Mintec

Market is 
decreasing

Market is 
decreasing

Buyer’s view
“UK lamb prices traditionally increased sharply in April 
and May before the new Spring season is available. 
This trend is not happening due to high year on year 
prices resulting in customers switching into other meat 
proteins. 

“New Zealand lamb prices are dropping back in July 
as supply is strong and demand is weak following 
years of increases.  We anticipate that this will be a 
short term correction and the traditional increases will 
be seen in Q3/4”

Market facts
New Zealand

Prices in New Zealand continued to fall as an 
increased number of lambs are now being processed 
after a historically bad year for the lamb industry last 
year.



IncreasingMarket is 
Increasing
Market is 

increasingBeef & Burgers

Buyer’s view
“British cattle prices have remained strong due to reduced number of 
slaughters YoY and high demand for mince and manufacturing vl trims.  
This is keeping prices up across all cuts as more of the animal is needed 
to fulfil growing demand for those lower value cuts.

From 27th April 2012 the UK was no longer permitted to produce
Desinewed meat (DSM) from the bones of cattle and sheep. 

DSM is an ingredient used in the manufacture of a variety of processed 
meat and poultry products. It is produced using machines which separate 
the meat from the bones. The appearance closely resembles that of 
minced meat and is currently regarded as meat.

Therefore products have been reformulated to remove DSM.

As a result demand for forequarter trim skyrocketed as manufacturers 
fought to secure raw material, resulting in substantial price rises across all 
burger and meatballs products, plus impacting ready meals.”

Market facts
UK

Exports of Beef were down 18% in March.  This is due to lower 
number of cattle available from slaughtering plants for export.

Chilled Beef increasing. Frozen Raw Beef/Burgers increasing c11% 11



Pork, Bacon & Sausages Market is 
increasing

Buyer’s view
“UK Pig prices remain firm following increases in 2011. Price 
pressure remains as British pig farmers are still losing money on 
every pig sold due to high feed prices .

EU Pork & Bacon prices will remain strong as prices for pork in 
Europe remain high due to low returns for farmers in Denmark 
and Holland and strong demand form the emerging markets in 
countries like China.

From the end of May, Desinewed Meat (DSM) from pork has to 
be reclassified as Mechanically Separated Meat (MSM) and will 
no longer count towards the meat content.

Therefore products have been reformulated to remove DSM, 
and thus MSM which is in line with Brakes policy.

As with beef, demand for pork forequarter trim has substantially
increased, pushing up prices some 20%, and the market 
remains unsettled.”

Market facts
EU Pork Prices
EU deadweight pork reference prices are following previous 

years upward trend
EU pork trim cuts and back fat for sausages have increased 

by over 100% year on year and show no signs of slowing. Source: Farmers Weekly

http://www.fwi.co.uk/prices-trends/

Sausages increasing 10-17%. Chilled Bacon, Pork & Frozen Bacon stable for Q2/3. 12



Chicken

Source:  European Commission, Agriculture &  Development 
http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/markets/poultry/eggs_broilers.xls

Buyer’s view

“Poultry pricing is currently in line with last years position and 
following the annual upwards trend into the summer. 

Bank holidays at this time of year mean reduced supply as well 
as increased demand which naturally pushes up the price. The 
improved exchange rate however has mitigated some of the 
usual summer increase.

Wheat feed has also seen upwards pressure so far this year 
due to high demand from meat production. However maize 
production is being increased this year so we can expect to see 
this easing over the coming months.”

Market facts

EU Chicken
Farm gate prices are now higher than last year 
having risen steadily since early May to +3% YoY

Source:London wheat futures, January 2012 (£/t)

Market is 
increasing

Fresh poultry continues to rise for summer months 13



Buyer’s view

UK Turkey - Prices are expected to remain flat in the 
lead up to Christmas as feed prices have stabilised.

Brakes have booked their volume and the market 
remains tight for British, as the two main players in the 
market have now contracted Christmas volumes.

EU Turkey - Prices are currently lower than previous 
years as the traditional seasonal increases are 
anticipated as we get closer to Christmas.

Source:  Meat Trades Journal turkey price evolution May 2011 – May 2012

http://www.meat-prices.co.uk/history/Smithfield/poultry/Turkey%20Breast

Market is 
IncreasingStable

EU EXPORTS of Poultry Meat
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Turkey is stable 14

http://www.meat-prices.co.uk/graph_smithfield_ave.php?type=turkey_breast&period=3&KeepThis=true&TB_iframe=true&height=400&width=800


Dairy
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Eggs

Buyer’s view
“New EU legislation (the Welfare of Laying Hens Regulations) came
into force from 1 January 2012 and this has had a significant impact 
on the supply and demand dynamics in the market.
Although the UK and some other member states prepared well for the 
deadline, others – including Spain, Italy and Poland – still held over 
50 million birds in illegal cages at the turn of the year.
Pressure is now being brought for these non-compliant countries to 
implement the legislation and this is resulting in the large scale 
closure of illegal farms.
As a consequence, there has been a marked reduction in egg 
production in Europe at a time when demand from all sectors, ie.
retail, foodservice and food manufacturing is very strong.
Currently there is insufficient supply of eggs to meet demand in all 
markets. This shortage is resulting in a huge escalation of prices 
offered to egg producers as egg packers and processors seek 
sufficient supplies to meet their customers’ orders.
We are having to pay our suppliers this additional premium to ensure 
that we have appropriate supplies.”

The market is expected to tighten further in Europe on eggs 
for processing as the Gentleman's agreement comes to an 
end in July. The producers can not borrow the money to invest 
so there are still c50 million birds in illegal cages, whose eggs 
will not be able to be used, causing huge shortages for 
manufacturing and putting further pressure on UK egg.

Market facts

Market is 
increasing

Further impact expected 16



Deli Range increasingRising

Source: EU Commission

Source: Mintec

Buyer’s view
“Following the changes in legislation to EU egg 
production since January 2012 this has had an 
unprecedented impact on products which use egg in 
production.  Suppliers who use liquid egg have had 
contracts ripped up and forced to pay inflated costs.

In products such as Yorkshire puddings where liquid 
egg makes up 25% of the raw material this has had a 
huge knock on effect’’

Market facts
• Production of eggs in the EU reduced by average of  
10-15%- the equivalent of 200 million eggs per week.
(EEPA March 2012)

•Whole pasteurised liquid egg increased by 102% 
YoY from € 0.65/kg in Jan 2011 to €1.30/kg in Jan 
2012 
(The Grocer Jan 2012 citing Mintec)

Products containing liquid egg increasing between 2.5%-10% 17



downMarket is 
decreasingButter & Cheddar

Buyer’s view

“The butter market has softened since last year 
with a lot now in intervention and the view is that it 
is at it's lowest for the year. Expectations are for 
prices to increase into Q3 and Q4.

Cheddar has softened slightly as we are into the 
Flush and dairies are putting the milk into cheddar 
instead of flooding the butter market. Cheddar 
production is up 8% on 2011.

Market facts
Cheddar production is up 8% on 2011.

Butter and Cheddar prices down in August 18



Wheat / Bakery
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Wheat
Buyer’s view

World wheat stocks to usage is set to fall by 2% (9 Mts) as consumption is 
forecast at 687 Mts. Significant loss of Black Sea wheat production - <100 Mt.  
US, Canada and Australia expected to have good crops.

World Supply & Demand remains “comfortable”, but stocks lower  – new 
crop is tighter situation and based on the above predictions stocks are likely 
to decline by 10m tonnes

Weather damage in EU & FSU is still unclear – and highly variable.

Whilst drought has lessened in US & EU, still severe in Former Soviet Union 

Energy markets are highly volatile, high price of fuel means that the price of 
wheat  remains supported by the bio fuels market. “

Market facts
May USDA report reveals their first estimates for the forthcoming crop year. 

World wheat production is forecast to fall by 16 Million tonnes YoY, of which: 
EU 5 Mts lower

FSU 16 Mts lower

Australia 4 Mts lower

US 5 Mts higher

China 2 Mts higher

Rising

Future prices would indicate 6.5% increase in the price of flour



Grocery
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Canned Tuna
Buyer’s view
“There has not been an improvement since the last 
update and the predicted improvement in fishing post 
Chinese New Year did not happen. Since then prices have 
continued to rise, and the price has now hit $2300 per 
tonne, and expected to to continue to $2500. 

We are also about to go into the FADS ban (Fish 
Aggregating Device) which lasts to Sept, and this will limit 
catches further. Factories are restricting how far out they 
are prepared to offer, to limit their exposure to continued 
price movement.  The earliest improvement in price is 
expected to be Oct production for Jan delivery, and this 
will only happen if fishing improves post the FADS ban.”

Market facts

8%

• Catches in all four Oceans are lower than expected for this time of year
• Factories have full order books so they are under no pressure to chase for business
• Buyers have been buying short, when their stock are used, they have to pay the prices in the market or go 
out of stock
• Price of Tuna in Bangkok hit $2300 a tonne and is rising

Canned Tuna Prices up at least 8% from August 22



Canned Tomatoes Stable

Buyer’s view
“Ex factory costs are likely to be very similar to last year . 

Despite raw material costs being down, other Variable and Direct
costs will result in a stable ex works price. 

There is a carryover of stock from 2011, however, the 2012 Italian 
production will be much reduced and we are likely to reach 
September 2013, with very little inventory, hence any further issues 
with weather could drive prices upward quickly.”

Market facts
• In Italy, Northern Growers have agreed prices with the processors at 
€85.
• Southern Growers have agreed prices with the processors at €80 on 
round (for  Chopped) and €85 on Long (Plum) vs. 2011 @ €90 and 
€100 respectively.
• Growers will reduce acreage by 10-12% as a consequence of the 
above.
• Weather conditions in April have caused concerns with the early
crops.
• The start of the harvesting will be determined by the weather 
conditions over the last few weeks of May, but likely to be 1 –2 weeks 
late. 

Ex factory costs expected to be stable, but weather and currency remain a risk 23



Produce & 
Accompaniments
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2 – 3%Frozen Vegetables Market Update June 2012

“The weather conditions this Spring, with severe temperatures and
excessive rain, has badly affected the cultivation of vegetables in terms of 
planting and harvesting. 
The disruption will cause major problems for production at the processing 
plants, as harvesting for some products will be late, which will clash with 
other products that are also ready to be harvested.
Overall, it’s still early days, some weather issues but generally the situation 
looks fairly stable, with low levels of increases expected at this point. 

PEAS
Planting is still not complete with approximately 30% still to be sown which is 
very late for peas. It will depend on the weather going forward as to what will 
be the outcome of the crop, based on information we have to date, possible 
price increase of 2%. 

BEANS
In view of the delayed sowing of Peas, the sector is obliged to delay sowing 
beans by two/three weeks. This will mean a shorter growing period as the 
harvesting date cannot be delayed due to the possibility of early frosts, 
possible price increase 3%.”

Buyer’s view

Poor weather impacted planting which could impact crop possible +2% to +3% 25

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://patrickbaty.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Fresh-Peas.jpg&imgrefurl=http://patrickbaty.co.uk/2011/12/09/pea-green/&usg=__s2UyA9bV93-HWziviosPvKR2Y_k=&h=360&w=460&sz=46&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&tbnid=XPnqbYhvVxZo7M:&tbnh=100&tbnw=128&ei=f6DIT8WlGsWV0QWEkpziAQ&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dpeas%26hl%3Den%26gbv%3D2%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.guardian.co.uk/food/french-beans440.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/wordofmouth/2008/aug/04/vegetableglutallotment&usg=__zCNpM69p-ZoYgDJDt6C50mCFUyE=&h=300&w=440&sz=22&hl=en&start=13&zoom=1&tbnid=DMRbCeWj9l1FMM:&tbnh=87&tbnw=127&ei=pKDIT5-mBcjV0QX3ruzQAQ&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dfrench%2Bbeans%26hl%3Den%26gbv%3D2%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1


Frozen Vegetables Market Update June 2012

SWEETCORN
“Last year prices were high due to a poor harvest and although it is still early 
to have a clear view of the final crop, we hope to be able maintain pricing.

BROCCOLI / CAULIFLOWER
Only 40 to 45% of the crop was planted before 15th May which is a month 
later than normal  & could impact yields, there is still some stock available 
however  which should help  mitigate any possible inflation.

CARROTS BABY
Baby Carrots will be affected by the late sowing of the other vegetables with 
some farmers not bothering to plant any at all. We are forecasting a 2% 
increase.        

LARGE CARROTS
The larger carrots used for slicing and dicing will not be affected as much as 
the whole baby carrots but they will still be planted later than normal so 
there are some concerns about final yields, forecast 2% increase.”

Buyer’s view

2%

Carrots sown very late which may impact new season price by 2% 26

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://img.21food.com/userimages/jingsheng/jingsheng%241112102346.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.21food.com/products/canned-sweet-corn-kernel-20800.html&usg=__azMEfioXODpydLK-DWG-2SFJAG8=&h=796&w=1200&sz=90&hl=en&start=1&zoom=1&tbnid=PoxgU9YAbGLlvM:&tbnh=100&tbnw=150&ei=zJ_IT_-YOIiw0AWft6DGAQ&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dsweetcorn%2Bkernel%26hl%3Den%26gbv%3D2%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1


2%Frozen Vegetables Market Update June 2012

ROOTS AND MIXES
“These are very similar to the large carrots in terms of sowing and 
harvesting.
Again concerns over final yields, forecast 2% increase.

Overall, the increases could have been higher but the strength of 
sterling compared to the Euro should help to keep the increases to a 
minimum.

The biggest problem could be how the processors manage the large 
amounts of vegetables becoming available at the same time. 

Most products are still to be harvested so prices could change subject to 
potential changes in the weather.”

Buyer’s view

Prices impacted by late planting possible increase of 2% 27



RisingFrozen Chips & Potato Specialities

CHIPS AND POTATO SPECIALITIES

“It is still too early to have any realistic pricing for the new season but 
initial indications are that prices will be higher this year compared to 
last season.

Plantings were later than normal due to the wet conditions and futures 
pricing is still rising.

The early variety potatoes become available late July which should 
then give us an indication of new season prices.  

The weather during the growing period is always critical and will 
determine the overall outcome of the new season crop.”

Buyer’s view

Still too early, but initial indications point to increases. 28
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